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The Challenge



The Challenge

• Millennials are familiar with the SPAM brand, but have not tried the products.

• The SPAM brand resonates negatively with most millennials, but there are certain 
aspects that they appreciate, such as convenience and low-cost.

• Millennials do not see their peers cooking with or eating SPAM. The challenge lies in 
granting millennials permission to try, purchase and consume SPAM products.



Awareness: Increase millennial awareness of SPAM, including how to use and where to find 

SPAM products by securing media placements in millennial-centric media. 

Acceptance: Change the opinion millennials have of SPAM by giving them permission to 

both try, purchase and consume SPAM.

Action: Drive social buzz using #SPAMThatsGood among millennials with celebrity and 

influencer partnerships to increase consumption of SPAM as a simple, inexpensive addition to 

their diet. 

Objectives



Food Product Trends

Food Product Trends

SPAM Opportunity  
• Healthonism: Consumers are seeking guilt-

free, great-tasting products that provide health 
indulgence

• Insta-serves: Food and drink is the hottest 
social media currency

• Meal-prep: Convenience is helping 
reinvigorate the category for hurried 
consumers

• Create more health-conscious recipes to intrigue 
millennials by incorporating SPAM with superfood 
ingredients like kale, quinoa, etc.

• Inspire millennials to use SPAM in meal-prep 
recipes

Innovative Group — J. Walter Thompson Intelligence



• Create recipes that can easily be incorporated 
into social gatherings

• Establish an experience for the SPAM brand in 
Hawaii, where it is already popular

Culinary experiences drive global tourism
• More than two-thirds of U.S. millennials 

recommend a destination based solely on cuisine 
(Harry & David, 2015)

• 82 percent of U.S. respondents agree that they are 
more excited about trying local and cultural foods/
restaurants when traveling 

• Hawaii was a top travel destination for millennials in 
2015 (Shullman Research)

• 78 percent of millennials said they were interested in 
visiting Hawaii in the next 24 months, which was more 
than any other age group (Travel Age West, 2016) 

Experience Trends

SPAM OpportunityExperience Trends

Innovative Group — J. Walter Thompson Intelligence



As part of our research for this campaign, we surveyed 98 millennials and asked them about 

their food consumption, what gets them to try new food products and their 
perceptions of the SPAM brand. 

Audience Trends & SPAM Perceptions



81.6 percent of millennials are already familiar with the SPAM brand, but only 18.4 
percent have actually tried SPAM.  

Millennial Perception of SPAM



Gross
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Artificial
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Projections

Millennial Perception of SPAM



Millennials base their food purchases primarily on health and nutrition, social media content 

and advertisements and free samples/coupons. 

Millennial Consumption Trends



The Opportunity



The Opportunity

In order to best reach our target audience, we divided the millennial group into three 

categories. Millennials are at different, pivotal stages of their lives, like attending college, 

developing their professional career and starting a family.  While their experiences are similar, 

the SPAM brand can leverage different approaches to each group throughout the campaign. 



Target Audience: Millennials

Nicole Smith
• Nicole is a sophomore in college
• No longer on a campus meal plan
• Time spent cooking takes away from 

studying and socializing
• Uses social media to follow 

influencers and view recipes
• Grocery items need to provide 

substance along with ease of 
preparation

 

College Students
New Professionals

Young Families 



Target Audience: Millennials

College Students

New Professionals
Young Families 

Chris Louis
• Chris is a recent young professional, 

two years out of college
• Attempting to get into a new 

consistent routine with adult 
responsibilities, such as cooking and 
working out regularly

• Follows fitness Instagram pages to 
view their workout routines, as well 
as high-protein meal options

• Struggles with having time to cook, 
as he is still developing a healthy 
work-life balance 



Target Audience: Millennials

Jessica Booker 
• Jessica is a 27-year-old mother of two 
• Works to manage a happy and healthy 

life for her family
• Meals need to be quick and 

convenient to allow her to spend 
more time with family

• Idolizes mommy bloggers and 
celebrities who understand the 
difficulty of creating substantial, easy 
meals for their children

College Students

New Professionals

Young Families 



Target Audience: Millennials

Millennials need access and permission to try, purchase and consume SPAM 
and consider SPAM an affordable, quick, easy and nutritious option. 



#SPAMThatsGood



Campaign Elements

Partnership: 
Ayesha Curry 

Influencer 
Engagement: 

Food, Health/Fitness 
and Travel

Continuing Content: 
Digital Campaign

Media:
Interviews and Satellite 

Media Tours



About Ayesha

• Chef, New York Times best-selling author of “The Seasoned Life,” 

Food Network TV Personality

• Millennial mother of two and wife of NBA All-Star, Steph Curry

• Existing Partnerships 

• Has organically engaged with SPAM products at her Hawaii 

restaurant, International Smoke

Cheeky Home: Co-Founder of Cheeky Kids, children’s 

tableware company that contributes to the fight against hunger 

with No Kid Hungry.

Zupa Noma: Bottled, accessible soup

—

—



Partnership with Ayesha Curry 

• Ayesha will host an influencer and media exclusive event at her Oahu, 

Hawaii-based restaurant, International Smoke, where she will create and 

cook her SPAM-inspired recipe and serve her “If Can, Can” cocktail.

• Produce high-quality videos that include Ayesha creating the dish, 

engaging with the SPAM product and embodying similar imagery to the 

existing Sizzle Pork and Mmm media initiative.

“If Can, Can”: a concoction 
of rum or tequila, lilikoi, 
pineapple, orange curacao, 
orgeat, and lime served in a 
SPAM can.



Ayesha’s Social Presence

Facebook: 352K  Twitter: 796K  YouTube: 484K



Influencer Engagement

Host five influencers to take part in three days of adventure in Hawaii and visit Ayesha’s 

restaurant.

• We will select influencers with who have significant followings, post regularly and 

authentically and would be receptive to SPAM brand characteristics.

• Throughout their visit, influencers will naturally curate content relating to Hawaii and the 

SPAM brand. Content will be high-quality, but fitting to their personal brand and the current 

Sizzle Pork and Mmm campaign.

• Influencers will visit International Smoke, record their meal experience and share their 

opinion of SPAM. SPAM will be a key aspect of their Hawaiian experience and content 

throughout the remainder of the campaign.

• Influencers will also have free time to enjoy Hawaii specific to their personal interests such 

as fitness, food or other travel activities. 



Sample Influencers for Hawaii

Travel Health/Fitness Food



Continuing Content

To expand the campaign beyond Hawaii, an influencer campaign will span for the remaining six 

months from January to June 2018.

• Engage 10 additional food, travel and health/fitness influencers and provide them with SPAM 

swag for themselves and to give readers via their daily routine, blogging schedules and 

contests with followers.

• Content will be shareable and fit to the blogger’s personal brand and existing Sizzle Pork and 

Mmm campaign. SPAM will have access and permission to utilize this organic content within 

promoted posts on social media to reach millennials outside of the influencer space.

• Ayesha will continue to be the celebrity face of this campaign by posting organic content on 

Facebook, Snap, Instagram and YouTube channel.



Potential Influencers



Media Pitching

Celebrity Food Health/Fitness

SMT Opportunities

Travel

• Ayesha Curry as 
the face  of the 
#SPAMThatsGood 
event

• Photos and video 
development from 
event

• Behind the Scenes

• #SPAMThatsGood 
event recipe and 
cocktail

• New SPAM 
recipes curated by 
influencers

• Versatility and use 
of SPAM products

• Convenient meal-
prep option 

• Diet supplement
• High protein meat 

option 
• Six simple 

ingredients 
• Low-sodium 

options 
• Variety of flavors 

available

• Easy carry-on and 
on-the-go option 
with SPAM singles  

• Popularity in Hawaii
• Cultural cuisine 



Media Opportunities

Celebrity Food Health/Fitness Travel



#SPAMThatsGood

The use of #SPAMThatsGood will be incorporated throughout all components of our 

campaign

• Influencers will utilize this hashtag to host contests and generate buzz on social media. For 

example, contestants must follow both the influencer and @spambrand on Instagram and 

create their own post using #SPAMThatsGood in order to enter the contest. 

• As the title of the event, #SPAMThatsGood will also be present in traditional media, as well 

as any conducted satellite media tour and digital content.



Downloadable Coupons 

• Provide influencers with links to incorporate into their social media and blogs posts to drive 

consumers to download coupons.

• By prompting consumers, we can measure their intent to purchase, as well as drive 

engagement on influencers websites and social media pages. 



Timeline

Nov. - Dec. 2017
Production

Jan. 2018 
Hawaii Trip & Event

Feb. - June 2018
Ongoing Amplification

• Final negotiations with Ayesha’s 

agent and influencers to 

coordinate and negotiate contract 

expectations and rates

• Research and hire video 

production crew 

• Script talking points for Ayesha 

and influencers

• Send SPAM swag bags to the five 

influencers going to Hawaii and 

Ayesha

• Fly influencers and Ayesha to 

Hawaii 

• Coordinate video production

• Edit and distribute content 

through influencers,  Ayesha and 

SPAM brand social

• Send SPAM swag bags to ten 

remaining influencers to create 

content

• Ayesha to continue 

posting content from the 

#SPAMThatsGood event and 

organic posts on her social 

channels

• Continue to pursue media



Budget

$1 Million Budget
• $300K Ayesha partnership for event

• $25K Influencer engagement, travel and accommodations

• $20K Video production from event

• $25K Controlled Media (SMT)

• $20K Continuing influencer engagement including posts and swag bags

• $10K Burson-Marsteller team travel to Hawaii

• $600K Agency fee (campaign plan execution, event planning, media outreach and 

measurement)



Alternative Celebrity Option

Drew Barrymore
Our survey results suggested that millennials 

associate SPAM with its reference in the movie 

50 First Dates, starring Drew Barrymore. 



Measuring Success



Measuring Campaign Success

• Number of media placements in millennial-centric outlets

• Message delivery in media placements 

• Use of #SPAMThatsGood hashtag 

• Influencer post engagement and page views 

• Social media engagement on SPAM-owned channels

• Social media analytics and use of keywords 

• Sign up/download of coupons 



Why Burson-Marsteller Team A



Why Us?

Burson-Marsteller
• World-class integrated communications 

agency

• Offices across the United States to tap 

into local resources and media markets

• Existing Hormel client relations

• Abundant resources among other 

practices, including digital, consumer and 

brand marketing and corporate.  

Team A
• Expertise in social and digital media

• Within millennial target audience

• Approaching SPAM brand with fresh 

outlook



Questions?


